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The role of ‘spatial fixes’ in international transformation is linked to
capital formation. Harvey stresses the general need for long－term invest-
ment in the built environment, for example, fixed, immobile capital, to facili-
tate the mobility of other capital and explores how such investments affect
locational dynamics. Harvey starts from the interface between transport
and communication possibilities on one hand and locational decisions on the
other. This reflects Marx’s claim that the productive forces of capitalism in-
clude the capacity to overcome spatial barriers through investment and in-
novation in transport and communication. This also connects to expanded
reproduction in so far as capitalist’s growth imperative lead to market ex-
pansion and hence to intensified transport and communication links beyond
a given region. Such responses reduce the turnover time of industrial capi-
tal. Besides the normal role of infrastructural facilities in annihilating
spaces by time and expanding the market, Harvey addresses their role in
buying time through the built environment. Crisis tendencies can be over-
come in short to medium through investments that absorb surplus capital
and future productivity and profitability. Investments to the built environ-
ment also provide a potential escape from crisis via market expansion.
Keywords : David Harvey, built environment, annihilation of space by time,
accumulation of capital, spatial fix
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